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SUMMARY
LogDNA is an industry leader for Log Monitoring. Dive into this eBook to see why users love us. 

G2 is the world’s largest tech marketplace where businesses can discover, review, and manage the 
technology they need to reach their potential. With G2, LogDNA users review the product and share their 
personal experiences. They are asked a series of questions that are standardized for all companies in the 
Log Monitoring category to get a holistic sense of how easy each product is to implement and use. 
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Implementation scores for log monitoring are shown below. The chart highlights some of the factors which 
contribute to a product's overall implementation score including how easy a product is to set up, how long it 
takes to implement, and average user adoption.

For inquiries please contact us at outreach@logdna.com

Great for indexing, debugging and monitoring! We have elastic beanstalk 
servers in different environments (test, stage, prod US, prod Europe) and 
they have many autoscaling servers inside, so we needed a solution that can 
consolidate logs from all servers into a single understandable format. The 
benefit is just that, we can search all sources in a single interface.

Julio E. Enterprise Architect
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ABOUT LOGDNA

At LogDNA, everything starts with our mission: To help developers be more productive so they can focus on
what they love. We are a mission-driven, developer-first company. This mission is simple, but bold. It guides 
everything that we’ve done since our founding 5 years ago. We focus on logging because logs are the lifeblood 
for developers -- it is the core atomic unit for how modern engineering teams understand what’s going on with 
their systems, monitor what they are doing, and get information they need to troubleshoot. Simply put, 
everything rests on your logs.

Sign up for a fully-featured 14-day trial and optimize your logging workflow or reach out to our sales team to 
create a plan tailored to your needs at outreach@logdna.com  today.

For inquiries please contact us at outreach@logdna.com

LOG MONITORING USABILITY INDEX
Usability scores for log monitoring are shown below. The chart highlights some of the factors which 
contribute to a product's overall usability score including ease of use and ease of administration.
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